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EURO-MEDITERRANEAN 
PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY

WORKING GROUP ON THE EURO-MEDITERRANEAN UNIVERSITY 
(EMUNI)

MINUTES
Of the meeting of 11 July 2011, from 10.00 to 12.30

BRUSSELS

The meeting opened at 10.00 on 11 July 2012, with Mr. Gianni Pittella in chair.

Were present: 

Members of the Working Group:
European Parliament: Mr. Gianni PITTELLA (Chair, S&D - IT); Mr. Ivo VAJGL 
(ALDE - SL); Mrs. Carmen ROMERO-LOPEZ (S&D - SP); 
EU national parliaments: Mr. Eduardo CABRITA (MP - Portugal); Mr. Gennaro MALGIERI 
(MP - Italy); Mrs. Tamara VONTA (MP - Slovenia); 

Mediterranean Partners: Dr. Ali AL ANANZEH (MP - Jordan); Mr. Ali BECHRIFA (MP -
Tunisian national constituent Assembly) 

Non-members of the Working Group:
Mrs. Rodi KRATSA-TSAGAROPOULOU (EPP - EL)

Guest speakers: Prof. Dr. Joseph Mifsud, President of the EMUNI, Prof. Ilan Chet, Deputy 
Secretary General of the UfM, Mrs. Claire Morel, Deputy Head of Unit, International 
Cooperation and Programmes, DG Education and Culture, European Commission, Mrs. Diane 
Schmitt, Head of Unit, Immigration and Integration, DG Home Affairs, European 
Commission

Chair's introductory statement

Mr. Pittella expressed his gladness for taking over the chairmanship of the EMUNI Working 
Group and thanked the previous chair, Mrs. Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou, for her extraordinary 
commitment and dynamic work at the service of higher education in the Euro-Mediterranean 
region.

           
1. Adoption of agenda
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The agenda was adopted by consensus. 

2. Adoption of the minutes of the previous meeting of October 5, 2011

The minutes were adopted by consensus. 

3. Chair's announcements

Mr. Pittella recalled the report about the "Financing opportunities for EMUNI and 
improvement of students' and researchers' mobility in Euro-Mediterranean Area", written by 
MEP Vajgl and MP Al Ananzeh and which was presented during the PA-UfM plenary in 
Rabat. 

Regarding the last meetings of the Bureau and Enlarged Bureau of the PA UfM held on 8 
June 2012, he mentioned that Bureau has agreed on new priorities in the working of the PA 
UfM with a view to give impetus to the Assembly and its committees. In this respect, 
cooperation between the UfM and PA UfM is foreseen to be reinforced and Assembly 
Committees are encouraged to embark on concrete and feasible projects through flagship 
initiatives and twining projects in order to increase the partnership in the Euromed Area and 
to give more visibility to the activities of the Assembly. Particularly EMUNI is encouraged to 
identify and initiate new twining partnerships.  

4. Presentation about EMUNI by Prof. Mifsud, President of the EMUNI
"What is the current state of play, which are the projects going on, which are the challenges 
ahead, what's happening with the partner universities, what are the possible sources of 
funding"

Partner universities are growing in number; they are already 206 from 42 countries now. 
There are a number of Memoranda of Understanding, Bilateral agreements and Letters of 
Intent with partner institutions. The activity is running at a sustained pace. We can, as a matter 
of fact, assist to:

 a multiplication of Master and PhD programmes;

 definition of new postgraduate study programmes through the ENPI project, 
financed by the Commission;

 dissemination of information about EMUNI through regional days and ad hoc 
events, such as round tables and talks;

 EMUNI professional schools: they are taking place in different countries around 
the Mediterranean, at EMUNI partner institutions, under the umbrella of EMUNI;  

 Summer schools, in co-organisation with the partner institutions;

 Doctoral Research seminars: a form of active discussion on selected topics related 
to the Union for the Mediterranean priority areas;
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Funding is and remains a problem!

From 2013 European Parliament will fund EMUNI through a pilot project, aimed at 
encouraging cooperation and mobility in higher education in the Euro - Med area, for a total 
of 1 million Euros. EMUNI is a consortium partner in the EUROMED Migration III project 
and obtained 45.000 Euros for the project's activities in years 2013 and 2014. Moreover, 
EMUNI is funded by donations through the EMUNI foundation: from 2008 up to now, 0,5 
million Euros were raised. 

Slovenian government, however, has been decreasing its contribution every year. Thus, in 
2008 Slovenia allocated to EMUNI more than 900.000 Euros, but in 2012 less than 400.000 
Euros. 
Some minor entries are also there, but there are no guaranteed sources of income. 

Suggestion: opening of satellite EMUNI sites, hosted by EU or non EU regions, obtaining 
thus almost a confederation of EMUNI. This kind of approach would allow the use of 
different funds in different areas and increase the possibility of obtaining more funds. Mr. 
Mifsud adds that visa restrictions are a major problem, so a comprehensive visa waiver is 
needed. Lastly, South-South cooperation is still weak. It has to be reinforced.  

Mrs. Romero Lopez said that a public university, like EMUNI, should be financed by public 
money. It is necessary to get the national Parliaments closer to EMUNI, which would also 
probably foster new financing opportunities. It would also be useful to visit EMUNI together 
with the Culture committee of the PA UfM in the near future. Cooperation with Institutes for 
culture at national level, such as Goethe or Cervantes, should be started. EMUNI should 
promote distant learning, first of all by training the staff, which would subsequently have the 
task to implement this kind of learning. It would be good to create an "intellectual dimension" 
of the Mediterranean by enhancing networking among universities. 

Mr. Vajgl thinks that Prof. Mifsud is doing a lot of things and should be commended for this. 
But mandate of EMUNI is too broad and concentrated on too many things. It should be less 
ambitious and concentrated on new relations in the Mediterranean area, on how to keep alive 
the interest of the North. He agrees with Mrs. Romero Lopez to involve more the national 
Parliaments. Private - public partnership should be encouraged. There is the problem of the 
site, which is physically not adapted to the importance of the EMUNI mission: infrastructure 
is not good.   

Mr. Malgieri would like to see a closer relationship between the AP UfM Culture committee 
and EMUNI. He agrees and encourages the previously exposed ideas of a visit to Portorož 
with a joint delegation (EMUNI + AP UfM CULT) and of the cooperation with important 
national Institutes for culture, but he added that national governments are unlikely to finance 
this kind of cooperation. He suggested to create a FORUM EMUNI - AP UfM CULT, and to 
hold at least one meeting dedicated to university and research. National parliaments are 
unfortunately not interested in this Mediterranean educational project, consequently the WG 
task should be to promote the existence and actions of EMUNI within the national 
Parliaments. He agrees to improve the university networking, which should even bring to a 
"confederalization" of EMUNI reality. 

Mr. Bechrifa reminded there is always a big visa problem for Arab students to enter EU. In 
addition, ERASMUS is a bilateral, not multilateral programme, and there are no funds for the 
best bachelor students, but only for Master and Ph.D. students, which is limiting. 
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Mrs. Kratsa affirmed that it is very important to follow the last EMUNI Report, because 
there are a lot of good strategies, elaborated in those conclusions.

Mr. Alananzeh basically said that it is useless to ask Jordan for money for EMUNI, because 
they don't have it. Instead, they would like to ask EU for resources in order to implement 
programs and projects. 

Mr. Cabrita posed the problem of how to give an answer, to adapt study programs to 
reforms, even radical ones, in a rapidly changing Arab world after the Arab spring? 
Furthermore, he stresses the importance of finding appropriate sources of funding, which is 
indeed difficult, since EU herself has an identity crisis, due also to financial crisis which 
affected several European countries. 

5. Exchange of views on the UfM support to EMUNI and the new perspectives in 
higher education in the Euro-med area

Mr. Chet, Deputy Secretary General of the UfM, made a presentation about the latest 
developments from the UfM perspective. He mentioned that there is, in EMUNI, a distance 
learning course in computers and business administration in the University of the People, 
which is free and everybody can subscribe. He added that there is a project to create an 
international free university in Fez, complementary to EMUNI, which was labelled to be an 
official UfM-project at the last UfM Senior Official meeting on June 28. Fez University 
would become a non profit organization with the aim of facilitating the Arab students to get 
access to the Euromed topics, with, at the beginning, 3 basic subjects: 

 humanistic (history and Euromed civilization); 
 social sciences; 
 solar energy and other renewable sources of energy (engineering); 

The Fez University will have a cost of approx. 100 million EUR. It will be financed in the 
following way:  

 Moroccan government will give 37 mil;
 Islamic bank;
 Qatar foundation;
 other sources;

EMUNI in Portorož and the Fez University will be complementary and cooperate with each 
other in a constant way, by coordinating degrees, courses, and events.

As a general advice, he suggested Mr. Pittella to convince the 43 member countries, through 
EP, to grant, each of them, at least two fellowships: this should not be a too big burden.

6. Exchange of views on university partnerships and the Euromed Erasmus and 
Leonardo da Vinci programmes 
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Mrs. Morel, Deputy Head of Unit, International Cooperation and Programmes, DG 
Education and Culture, European Commission, provided facts and figures about ERASMUS, 
ERASMUS MUNDUS, TEMPUS and MARIE CURIE programs.

TEMPUS currently has a budget of 30 million EUR, which are allocated according to a 
bottom-up approach. Main achievements were new curricula creation, upgrading of 
equipment, building of quality insurance mechanisms and enhancing cooperation between 
University and business.

ERASMUS MUNDUS: in 2012/2013 the scholarships for Master and Doctoral studies in 
Euromed area will almost double. This program is not only beneficial for students, but also 
for the participating institutions, since they enter into an international dimension by 
cooperating among each other. The Mediterranean partners get more confident with the 
system of credits, and so on. However, only 20% of mobility is incoming (from EU to MED), 
and 80% is outgoing instead (from MED to EU). 

MARIE CURIE: mobility of researchers (mainly PhD) is a little less known, but also 
available for the Southern Mediterranean region.   

In the near future, many educational actions and programs will be unified in a single, big 
umbrella ERASMUS FOR ALL program, which would cover the internal EU dimension, and 
international cooperation.  

Commission listened to the Parliament in order to facilitate, for instance, the implementation 
of exchanges between Mediterranean partners and EU, where appropriate. So, a student has 
now the same benefits/facilitations if he/she makes an exchange from Paris to Rome or from 
Cairo to Barcelona. 
  
Mediterranean countries are interested in Bologna process: even if they are not participating 
in it, they are trying to adapt, with some difficulties. Middle East countries, instead, prefer the 
Anglo-Saxon model.

7. Mrs. Schmitt, Head of Unit, Immigration and Integration, DG Home Affairs, European 
Commission

       Informed the audience about the existing state of play concerning VISAS.

The discussion about the mobility of students is very timely, because Commission recently 
launched a comprehensive revision of the 2004 Directive on Migration. In this framework, there 
is a consultation process going on, which is open to everybody.  

There is an advanced dialogue for mobility partnerships with Tunisia and Morocco, which will 
hopefully soon bring to an official agreement. Once these mobility partnerships ratified, the 
Member States will delegate the Commission to conclude Visa facilitation agreements in 
exchange of reinforcement of cooperation in the fight against illegal migration;

What is the situation today? We have to distinguish between Visas for periods shorter than 3 
month and permit to stay longer than 3 month. 
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CASE 1: Periods shorter than three months

There are harmonised Schengen visa agreements, which facilitate students in several ways:

 Waivers for visa fees for students;
 Multiple entry visas with a long period of validity,
 Reinforced consular presence of Member States in order to speed up short stay visa 

obtainment; 

CASE 2: Periods longer than three months

For students coming for the entire semester we do not have a harmonisation as such, but we have 
the definition of the conditions under which a student may come, in a 2004 directive. Once these 
conditions are fulfilled, the student obtains a residence permit. Directive also fixes conditions for 
students to move within the EU and to be employed in order to cover the costs of staying. 
However, this directive has some shortcuts, especially concerning the (not always) established 
link between a permit to stay and visas.  The weakness of the directive is due to the fact that it 
had been approved under the consultation procedure, in which unanimity is required. That 
prevented hopes of an ambitious text. After Lisbon, however, the revision of the directive will be 
approved by ordinary legislative procedure, giving possibilities to be more ambitious. A public 
consultation is open on Internet until August 23.  

8. Exchange of views and contributions by the audience 

Mrs. Romero Lopez objected to Mrs. Schmitt by stating that the 2004 directive never really 
worked and we could see it during the Lampedusa refugee crisis. She also raised a problem of 
lack of statistical information about mobility programs. Mrs. Morel answered that all the statistics 
are publicly available. 

A short miscellaneous debate followed, animated by short considerations by Mr. Mifsud, Mr. 
Chet and Mr. Bechrifa. 

Mrs. Vonta thinks that EMUNI could be an expander of knowledge about human rights, 
especially concerning gender equality and less empowered categories' rights, in the respect of 
different cultures and traditions.

9. Other business

In the light of the discussions, Mr. Pittella defined following points to be discussed for the 
next meeting: 

 Visa facilitation;
 Standardization in higher education and participation of southern countries to 

Bologna process
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 Improving the cooperation between universities through one - to - one twining 
projects (AP-UfM Bureau conclusions of 7-8 June);

 Distant and life-long learning 
 Reviewing the mandate and achievements of EMUNI 

Members also agreed on holding a joint meeting with the Culture Committee of the PA UfM, 
preferably in Portorož. 

10.Date and place of the next meeting 

Date and place of next meeting will be communicated soon.


